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ART BUDDIES MENTOR PROGRAM EXPANDS 

ACROSS THE RIVER AND THE COUNTRY 
 

MINNEAPOLIS (Jan. 25, 2016) — For more than 20 years, Art Buddies has paired 

creative mentors one-on-one with underprivileged kids in Minneapolis. Last year, the 

program expanded to its first public school in St. Paul, Riverview West Side School of 

Excellence, where arts curriculum for third through fifth graders had been cut. Art 

Buddies also partners with two Minneapolis schools, Whittier International Elementary 

and Bancroft Elementary. Annually, the program pairs more than 200 children with 200 

creative mentors during after-school programs in the Twin Cities. 

This year, Art Buddies is taking a giant leap far beyond the river to Dallas, Texas, 

through a licensed partnership with the Dallas-Fort Worth area chapter of AIGA, the 

professional association for design. 

“This is a very exciting step for Art Buddies,” says Scott Mikesh, Art Buddies 

President and Executive Director. “We’ve been looking for new ways to expand, but the 

one-on-one model is tricky to replicate, and is such an integral part of our program. 

There is no shortage of children or schools in need, so it all depends on the number of 

volunteers we can recruit, which is a very intensive process.” 

“Of course we have long aspired to have a national reach,” Mikesh adds, “but 

expanding to St. Paul was an important first step. After 20 years in Minneapolis, we 

needed the experience of working with a new city and school district, and engaging a 

new community of volunteers. Even though Minneapolis is just across the river, proximity 

to home or work as well as travel time and commuting options are important 

considerations for our after-school mentors.” 

Mikesh admits it was a bit of kismet that AIGA Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) was 

looking to offer a program like Art Buddies, making a future aspiration a current reality. 
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“We were looking for a program that would have a strong impact on our 

community while providing a way to engage AIGA members,” says Timothy Bardlavens, 

Education Director for AIGA DFW, “and we thought Art Buddies would be the perfect fit. 

I truly believe Art Buddies can have as great of an impact in the Dallas-Fort Worth area 

as it has had in the Twin Cities, to empower children with creativity and provide an 

opportunity for creative adults to serve our community.” 

The licensed program partnership with AIGA DFW is the first of its kind, and will 

add Charles A. Gill Elementary School in Dallas to the roster of Art Buddies schools, 

serving another 30 children this spring. 

 “Art Buddies has a long-standing relationship with AIGA since our founding in 

1994, and we are thrilled for the chance to build on that relationship,” explains Stephanie 

Vagle, Art Buddies Program Director. Vagle has been with the organization since 1997. 

“In fact, the Minnesota chapter of AIGA helped launch the concept for Art Buddies when 

our founder, Sue Crolick, coordinated the first creative mentor event as an AIGA 

Minnesota community service project. She was so inspired by the overwhelming 

response of our creative community to help kids that she quit her 30-year career in 

advertising and design to start Creatives for Causes, which later became Art Buddies.” 

The Minnesota chapter of AIGA continues to advocate and support Art Buddies 

by helping recruit creative mentors in the Twin Cities each season, a show of support 

that now spans across the country with the involvement of AIGA DFW. 

About Art Buddies 

Art Buddies is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that uses the power of creative 

mentoring to help underprivileged kids discover their creative abilities, develop new 

visions of themselves, boost self-esteem and increase their motivation to learn. Since 

1994, thousands of creative professionals have volunteered to work one-on-one with 

thousands of children in the Twin Cities to help kids discover what they can do and who 

they can become through the power of creativity. 

Mentors work with 3rd-5th grade students at partnering schools once a week for 

approximately seven weeks in the spring and eight-to-10 weeks in the fall. Each child 

works one-on-one with their mentor during after-school workshops to concept and create 

an imaginative costume and journal that reflect the child’s unique interests, strengths 

and dreams. The program ends with a celebration of their accomplishments that 

includes a school parade, group presentation and professional photo shoot that inspire 

kids to take pride in their work and feel confident in their creative abilities. 
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Art Buddies accomplishes its mission with the help of many supportive 

community partners, including Minneapolis and St. Paul Public Schools, and 

Minneapolis-based advertising agency Carmichael Lynch, which for the past 17 years 

has provided office space, supplies and technical support for Art Buddies staff in its 

Warehouse District headquarters. The firm has also hosted Art Buddies fundraiser 

events and encourages its employees to volunteer as mentors. 

Art Buddies is supported by many other organizations in the creative industry 

including the American Advertising Federation, American Institute of Architects, 

American Society of Interior Designers, Communication Arts, Minnesota Interactive 

Marketing Association and the Public Relations Society of America, in addition to 

corporations, government funders and individual donors. 

Art Buddies is also made possible in part by the voters of Minnesota through 

grants from the Metropolitan Regional Arts Council, thanks to a legislative appropriation 

from the arts and cultural heritage fund. 

For more information visit www.artbuddies.org. 
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